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Westcliff Combined
Cadet Force

The core values of the Army are
courage, respect for others, integrity,
loyalty and selfless commitment. One of
the primary reasons the School has
placed considerable efforts into the
re-establishment of a Combined Cadet
Force (CCF) is to provide opportunities
to embed these values in its cadets.
Having received significant support for
the establishment of the CCF from
Brentwood
School,
the
WHSB
Detachment of Brentwood CCF began
training on 4 October with twenty five
new recruits. The CCF was honoured to
be recognised in the Southend Evening
Echo on Tuesday 30 October and again
in the Southend Standard on Friday 9
November in which Lt Bleakley was
quoted as saying that “The cadet forces
provide unparalleled opportunities to
develop all the qualities needed by the
armed forces in young people through

military training. These are core values
at Westcliff High School for Boys and the
establishment of a CCF reinforces and
enhances our opportunities to instil
these values into our pupils”.
During the few weeks following the
establishment of the CCF, cadets have
mastered basic fieldcraft including
various elements of Patrolling and
Movement in the Field, Section Battle
Drills, Camouflage and Concealment
and Living in the Field. In addition, the
culmination of just five weeks intensive
work on drill was the honour of taking
part in Southend’s annual Remembrance
Day Service on Sunday 11 November at
the Cenotaph, alongside other cadet
units, uniformed public servants,
veterans and regular or reserve units as
well as many civic dignitaries. The CCF
also formed a welcoming party and a

guard of honour for the School’s own
Service of Remembrance on the Friday
9 November, the establishment of what
we hope will become a core tradition of
our Remembrance Service. Cadets
were also honoured to be invited to wear
uniform during our Annual Speech Day.
This term cadets are looking forward to
mastering
Marksmanship
and
Marksmanship Principles, including
intensive training on the L98 A2 Cadet
General Purpose Rifle, navigation, map
reading and First Aid. They will join
Brentwood School on their Field Day on
5 March during which time they should
have the opportunity to put into practice
many of the skills they have learned.

IPADS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The Physical Education Department has recently been using iPad technology in lessons to great
effect. One of the most beneficial uses is that it offers pupils the chance to immediately see their
own and others’ performance using video analysis. These videos can be annotated, seen in slow
motion or compared to other videos in a split-screen mode. One application allows for
angles of various body parts to be measured which is crucial in certain activities such as
Gymnastics.
Furthermore, a variety of applications have been used in lessons relating to anatomy,
performance analysis and assessment. The Physical Education Department is also making use
of the iPad with its extra-curricular sportsmen. Tactics, positions and various plays have been
discussed using the iPad. The pupils are enthused by the use of such technology both in and
outside lessons and it is hoped that this can continue to improve the experiences of Physical
Education pupils at Westcliff.
Mr A Pickering
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Lt Bleakley

SCHOOL

NEWS
Staff Changes for the
Spring Term
We begin the Spring Term with a small
number of changes in staffing. Miss
Ryan, who has made a very significant
contribution to the development of the
Music Department across the last three
years, moves on to the position of Head
of Music at Southend High School for
Girls and she will be replaced by Mrs
Golding. We offer our congratulations to
Miss Ryan on her promotion.The School
will also say goodbye to Mr Anders who
has taught ICT and Computing part-time
during the Autumn Term. We welcome
Mr Rahman who joins us at the start of
the Spring Term to teach Computing and
Mathematics. During the Autumn Term
Miss Riddell joined us as Cover
Assistant and Administrator. We thank
all those staff moving on for their
service and offer them our best wishes
for the future.
Mr M Skelly
Headmaster

Supporting Professional
Development
In addition to the permanent staffing
changes, in the first half of the Spring
Term we will welcome five trainee
teachers to the School. They are
training with Essex Initial Teacher
Training, and come to us from schools
across the county. With an everincreasing number of teachers training
in schools, we have a responsibility to
contribute to their training and offer
contrasting placements. They will work
closely with our own teachers and under
the guidance of their subject mentors,
and we hope that they will have a fruitful
experience at Westcliff.
Mrs J Williams
Senior Teacher: Staff Tutor

Primary School Partnerships
For a fourth year we are inviting Year 5
pupils from local primary schools to visit
us on Wednesday afternoons to be
taught by members of our Sixth Form.
This term more than twenty Sixth
Formers are involved in two projects.
The first brings together Sciences,
Humanities and Music under the banner
Sun, Heat and Light, offering an
interactive workshop to the younger
students where they will be able to
conduct a range of experiments and
activities on such diverse topics as
ultra-radiation, adjectives and African

drumming. The workshop has already
been a big hit and is fully booked until
May. The second offering, a Blitz
Experience, is back by popular demand;
Year 5 students are whisked into a
wartime world in the School Library,
undergoing an air-raid drill, an evacuee
lesson and handling Second World War
artefacts. In the Summer term the
students will be inviting Year 4 pupils in
to travel Around the World in 80 minutes.
The projects aim to both excite younger
pupils about the opportunities available
at secondary school and to offer our own
Sixth Formers the chance to
enhance their own Public Speaking
skills.
Miss S Sparks

Westcliff Centre for Gifted
Children: Spring Programme
The Westcliff Centre for Gifted Children
(WCGC) was established to challenge
disadvantage and to encourage those
who may, in the past, have overlooked
the possibility of Grammar School
education, to give consideration to it. It
also exists to provide additional
encouragement and much needed
motivation for those Year 5 pupils who
are already contemplating applying to
one of the four Grammar Schools but
would like a taste of the opportunities to
come. This term Westcliff Centre for
Gifted Children will offer a free
two-part programme for Year 5 pupils
(boys and girls) living in the Borough of
Southend who are considering applying
for a Grammar School education. The
programme will commence on Saturday
2 February 2013 with a four-hour day of
fun activities designed to challenge and
engage gifted pupils. This will include
some formal 11+ activities alongside
other stimulating activities designed to
develop the aptitudes tested in the 11+
examinations. The second part of the
programme will be a follow-up activity
consisting of five one-hour weekly
sessions giving pupils the opportunity
not only to improve their academic
achievement but also to be fully
prepared for the Grammar School
selection process. The follow-up
sessions will take place on Thursday 7,
14 and 28 February and Thursday 7 and
14 March.
Mr A Cass
Head of Lower School

Westcliff PE Kit in
South Africa
St Botolph’s School in Kimberley, South
Africa was extremely happy when they
received a donation of unwanted WHSB
PE kit. The school was recommended
as a deserving recipient by a colleague
of Phil Robinson, the husband of Mrs
Tina Robinson, the Manager of our
Uniform shop.
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Mrs Robinson realised there was a large
amount of PE kit that had been written
off due to a manufacturer changing
material. With her husband travelling
regularly to South Africa and being
aware of the poverty experienced by so
many there, it seemed a good
opportunity to make use of the kit. With
our thanks to Virgin and South African
Airline, who financed the necessary
excess baggage allowances for transportation to South Africa, the kit was on
its way.
The kit will be used by both the boys and
girls in the school and their pleasure at
receiving it can be seen in the
accompanying photograph. Many of the
boys shown in the photograph are
responsible for their families.
Mrs T Robinson

Old Westcliffians’
Association (OWA)
The OWA held its Annual Dinner at the
Azurro Restaurant in September. The
guest speaker was Cllr. Ric Morgan, an
Old Westcliffian. Our guest of honour
was Andrew Baker and the event was
presided over by our President Cllr.
David Norman. Michael Skelly, the
Headmaster and our new Chairman,
gave an excellent speech which
included his ideas for the future of the
School.
The 2013 Annual Dinner will be held in
the School Hall on 14 September, when
it is hoped that once again many Old
Boys will join us for a get together. This
year, many of our school leavers have
become members which is really good
news; they are the future. Our
membership is open to former pupils,
teachers, governors and anybody
connected with the management of the
School.
Details may be obtained from the
secretary,
Terry
Birdseye
at
owa@ashphoenix.co.uk
or 01702 714241.

Geography Fairtrade Cafe
In the week beginning Monday 4 March
the Geography Department will run its
annual Fairtrade Café, open to all pupils
at lunchtimes in the Humanities Forum.

Fairtrade offers farmers in poorer
countries an assurance that they will
receive a fair and stable price for their
goods, allowing them to plan for their
future. In addition, it provides a social
fund for producers’ communities,
providing money for water pumps,
schools and health centres. As usual,
the café will be run by the Geography
prefects who seek to raise awareness of
Fairtrade. Fairtrade fruit, snack bars,
chocolate, coffee and the infamous
Fairtrade hot chocolate will be on sale

with all profits going towards the SOS
Ghana, the charity the Geography
Department supports.
Miss S Sparks

Charity Week

Oxbridge Visits

Under the guidance of Miss Braiden and
Dr Robertson, preparations for this
year’s Charity Week have begun in
earnest. The Charity Week Committee
has
been
elected
under
the
chairmanship of Richard Wells (Lower
Sixth) and, as is customary, two
charities have been selected as
recipients of our fund raising efforts. This
year, the Committee decided to select
one nationwide organization and one
good cause closer to home, namely the
Cystic Fibrosis Trust and the Southend
branch of the Leukemia and Lymphoma
Research Trust. The latter charity has
particular resonance as one of our
pupils has recently been diagnosed with
leukemia. Although planning is only in
the early stages, the Charity Week
Committee is already working feverishly
to arrange the events for the week itself
with old favourites returning and some
new additions in prospect. We hope
that it will receive the support of the
whole School community.
Richard Wells,
Charity Week Chairman

As part of the School’s ongoing
commitment to support applications to
the
nation’s
most
prestigious
universities, a tenth annual visit to
Cambridge University is planned for this
Term.
We hope to continue the
successful format of combining a tour
for Year 11s with a meeting with an
Admissions Tutor from one of the
Colleges. A complementary trip to

CLUBS &
SOCIETIES

Oxford University, for Year 12, is
intended for later in the year.
Mr R Stevens
Oxbridge Coordinator

Public Speaking
We will again be entering two Middle School teams into the
English Speaking Union’s Public Speaking competition. The
Southend heat takes place at Belfairs School on Thursday
17 January. Each team will consist of a chairman, questioner
and speaker. Boys will be tackling topics firstly of press
freedom, and secondly of the advantages and disadvantages
of academically selective education.

Current Affairs Club
Aspiring young students from Years 8-10 have the
opportunity to engage with topics they might not otherwise
study through the forum of Current Affairs Club. Each week
sees an exciting array of guest speakers and continually
changing topics, keeping young minds abreast of the key
issues of the day. Topics last term ranged from Models of
Multiculturalism to Hurricane Sandy, and from World AIDS
Day to the U.S. election. The club runs every Thursday
lunchtime in E4 and new members are always welcome.
Please see Miss Dolan or Mr Shirlin for more details.

Wargaming
The Wargaming Club’s regular
Friday
after-School
meetings
continue, running from 3:35pm until
5:00pm. In addition, the Saturday
Big Game Day continues to feature
on the Club’s calendar with at least
one each half-term.

Debating
We are looking forward to the start of preliminary rounds of
the International Competition for Young Debaters (ICYD).
We have registered three teams thus far, in order to give
debaters in each of Years 7, 8 and 9 a chance to compete.
Each year the national debating competitions are getting
tougher, with stronger and better prepared teams and the
ICYD is no exception. After reaching the National Finals in
seven of the last nine years, we hope to repeat last year’s
success.
The English Speaking Union’s School Mace Debating
Competition is already under way with Daniel Jovic (Year
13) and John Tothill (Year 11) representing the School. The
School also entered four teams in the Cambridge Union
Schools Debating Competition this year and three have
already successfully negotiated passage to January’s
second round. The Oxford Union Senior Schools Debating
Competition gets under way this term. We have been able
to enter three teams in a competition which is growing larger
every year with more than 1200 debaters drawn from around
300 schools in the UK, Ireland, the Netherlands and
Canada.
Mr R Stevens

Liam Woodford, 13D

Lower School History Club
History Club is a society run for Year 7 and 8 pupils who are
interested in looking at different periods of History
outside those studied in lessons. Last term we looked at the
Ancient Romans, Greeks and Egyptians which included
famous military battles as well as important events during
those periods such as the birth of the Olympics in 776 BC.
This term, History Club will be running fortnightly on Friday
lunchtimes, covering new periods which have been
requested, as well as many others. For the Summer term
we are planning a visit to the Imperial War Museum for
regular attendees who have consistently displayed their
interest.
Alastair Graham
Edward Johnson
both 12H
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Natalia Marks. The team
as a whole has initially
focused on winter trade
fairs for which they have
produced, and sold, a
children’s Christmas
activity pack together with a range of handmade wooden
tree decorations. Market research and product development
for a main idea continues into the New Year. In order to raise
start-up capital the students have sold shares, and an
overwhelmingly successful fundraising period has provided
this promising team with a very good platform for further
success in the future.
The programme gives students first-hand experience in
running and maintaining a business, as well as
developing skills important in any workplace. The company
receives support from Mrs Harris and a mentor with
experience in business.
Should any parent be interested in becoming a mentor for
future companies, please contact Mrs Harris.

Sixth Form Medical Society
The student-led Medical Society which was established
jointly with the Girls’ School three years ago continues to
meet. Across the last few months, the Society had five guest
speakers from the medical profession and this term it will
continue to hold its regular medical ethics debates.
Mr R Stevens

Young Enterprise Company
Programme 2012
Fifteen members of Year 12 will this year participate in the
national Young Enterprise Company Programme. This is the
fourth successive year we have participated in the
competition which is becoming an increasingly popular
choice during the Wednesday Afternoon Activities
enrichment programme.
This year’s company, Optrixx, will compete against other
companies from other schools both in the local region and
across the country in a bid to become Young Enterprise
Company of the Year.
Roles have been distributed, and progress has been rapid
under the watchful eye of the company’s Managing Director,

LECTURES,
CONFERENCES
& TALKS
Shaun Attwood
Presentation to Year 11
Dressed in a prisoner's outfit and
reading out an extract from his blog, I
was fortunate enough to have an
opportunity to meet Shaun Attwood, an
English man who spent nearly eight
years in America's toughest prison,
Maricopa County Jail. His stories of
cockroaches crawling all over him at
night, his friends and himself being
brutally attacked and the abuse
practised by guards at the prison
seemed too horrific to be true.
Unfortunately, they were.

Luke Morenas-Jones,
HR Director Optrixx

Shaun Attwood was an English business
student who went on to become a stock
market millionaire in Arizona, and, as
part of our PSHEE provision, he visited
the School to talk to us about a hidden
side to his life. Obsessed with the rave
scene, Shaun's drug addiction got out of
control and, subsequently, he ended up
in prison. The talk was about his
experience in prison with the underlying
message of how destructive drugs can
be not only to your own life but the life of
your family. It also addressed the issue
of how, in striving to achieve success in
your career, you can be diverted by
drugs and spiral into ruin and despair.
The talk was interesting, engaging and
darkly humorous and the feedback from
my year has been universally positive. I
know that I will not be forgetting his
lessons any time soon.
Matthew Solomons
11S

The World is Not Enough:
50 Years of James Bond
The James Bond movies represent the
longest-running film franchise in the
history of cinema and 2012 marked the
fiftieth anniversary of the first Bond film,
Dr No, released in 1962. On
Wednesday 20 March at 7.30pm Mr
Cass will host an entertaining and
informative celebration of the work of
007’s creator Ian Fleming and the many
other men and women who have worked
for over half a century to bring Britain’s
most famous Secret Agent to the cinema
screens of the world. The evening will
also include contributions from members
of School staff and Miss Ryan will return
to conduct a joint Westcliff High School
4

for Boys and Southend High School for
Girls orchestra as they perform some
classic James Bond themes. Tickets are
£5 for adults and there is no charge for
pupils. The evening promises to leave
you shaken but not stirred.
Mr A Cass
Head of Lower School

Sixth Form Philosophy
and Ethics Conferences
Spring sees the onset of the Conference
season for those studying AS and A2
Philosophy and Ethics. These national
conferences, led by leading figures in
our most prestigious universities, are
specifically aimed at stretching and
challenging students by taking them
beyond the curriculum taught in schools.
It will also give our students experience

of university style teaching.
On 8 February, Mr Halsall will take a
Year 13 group of students to London, to
reflect on issues such as Religious and
Ethical Language, Environmental
Ethics, The Nature of God, and the
contribution of John Hick to a wide
range of issues in Philosophy.
On 1 March, Miss Braiden will
accompany a Year 12 group of students
to London. They will be led by Dr Peter
Vardy through issues such as the
Goodness of God, Kantian Ethics,
issues surrounding Abortion and the
Right to Life, and an introduction to
Business Ethics. An additional incentive
for the day will be a free copy of Peter
and Charlotte Vardy’s new book: The
Puzzle of Ethics and Moral Philosophy.
Both of these conferences are directly
relevant to Sixth Form Religious
Education students’ Advanced Level
studies, as well as encouraging them to
consider
university
studies
in
Humanities. This is the sixth year that
we have supported these events, and
this year students will be given an
opportunity to follow up their attendance
at the Conferences by participating in a
national Essay Competition: Thinking
Allowed.
Mr M Halsall
Head of Religious Education

Education Evening:
Universities and the
Sciences
On Thursday 10 January at 7pm Dr
Chris Taylorson, the Biosciences
Admissions Tutor for University College,
London, will be giving a presentation on
the subject of Universities and the
Sciences. The evening is intended for
Year 11 pupils and their parents and is
specifically timed to come before the
School’s Sixth Form Open Evening and
the decisions regarding Advanced Level
options. Dr Taylorson will speak on the
subject of the differentiation of sciences
at University level and give some
indication of how Advanced Level
choices might influence a student’s
pathway into Higher Education. He will
also speak specifically about the study
of biosciences including biomedicine,
molecular
bioscience,
biological
sciences and cell and brain biosciences.
As you can see, University-level science
courses come in many different forms
and can present a daunting range of
options for students. Dr Taylorson will
help Year 11 pupils form an idea about
the different options open to them.
Mr R Stevens
Oxbridge Coordinator

History and Politics
Lectures
We are in the early stages of arranging
our ninth annual Politics mini-Conference
for those studying Government and
Politics at Advanced Level. Past speakers
have been prominent academics and
leaders in their chosen research fields,
heads of university Politics Departments,
and directors of influential pressure
groups. We hope for something similar
this year. We will also be building upon
our programme of specialist Sixth Form
History lectures with Mr Baker back by
popular demand, following his talk last
term on Macmillan, to address Year 12
History students on The Dualists: Heath
versus Wilson on Friday 15 February.
On Friday 22 March it will be the turn of
Year 13 History students as the leading
expert on the Treaty of Versailles and
the League of Nations, Baroness Ruth
Henig, will be speaking to them. Copies
of some of Baroness Henig’s books are
available in advance from the History
Department on request. We are also
promised a visit by Professor the Lord
Hennessy and a date is soon to be
arranged.

He is also a frequent visitor to the
School and has supported our Year 9
Battlefields Tours for a number of years.

Retrospective: English
Civil War Day
On 16 November, Year 8 pupils spent
half of the day learning about the
English Civil War. The day had three
sessions: artefact handling, historical
reenactors,
and
Mr
Andrew
Robertshaw’s lecture.
To obtain a sense of what the Civil War
was like for the average person, we
asked the reenactors questions about
their occupations, for their views on King
Charles, their views on the war, and
what they hoped for the future. The
reenactors remained in character when
they gave us their answers. In the
artefact session we had the opportunity
to handle pikes, muskets and a mortar.
Pupils
learnt
pike
drills,
musket-loading and how to operate a
mortar. Finally, Mr Robertshaw’s lecture
was very informative and finished with
some pupils asking good questions. In
response to our questions, Mr

Humanities Evening:
Andrew Robertshaw
Some may be familiar with the
newspaper story regarding The Man
with a Trench at the Bottom of His
Garden. On Thursday 17 January, the
eponymous man will be in School to talk
to pupils and parents about his project

Robertshaw gave detailed answers
which covered casualties, how people
were killed, prisoners of war, and
accounts of the many battles.

to construct an authentic First World
War trench and how the experimental
archaeology involved gave fresh
insights into conditions and life on the
Western Front. Mr Andrew Robertshaw
is one of the country’s very best military
historians, authors and broadcasters.
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Year 8 pupils enjoyed the day.
Personally, we thought the artefact
handling was the most enjoyable
activity. Working together with your
friends, putting on armour and handling
weapons were all great fun!
Conor DeʼAth and Kaveen Loganathan
8C

STEM ACTIVITIES
at the Chelmsford Science and Engineering Exhibition held at
Anglia Ruskin University. As well as receiving a trophy, each
member of the team was awarded a Gold CREST Certificate
by the British Science Association. Gold CREST Certificates
were also awarded to another Westcliff team; Sarah Elliott,
Taimur Abdaal and Alex Hall designed and built a submarine
which can be controlled over the internet. The submarine
transmits pictures of its surroundings back to a control point
and can carry sensors measuring, for example, temperature,
acidity and radiation levels, allowing it to be deployed
anywhere in the world and controlled from a central point.
Having many commercial and military uses, the idea for the
design was inspired in part by the uncertainty about the
integrity of the Japanese Nuclear Power Station following the
tsunami. A vehicle such as the submarine could have been
dropped into the reactor’s cooling system and have carried out
a detailed survey of the tanks and the state of the water while
being controlled from anywhere in the world. The team was
highly commended, and were runners up in the Software and
Control section at the Chelmsford Science and Engineering
Exhibition in July.
Mr B Easby

A Day in Toy Making: Electronics
Mr Senior’s popular Saturday craft days for pupils in the Lower
School continue, and this term's will be held on 9 March. On

this occasion the focus will be on electronics and pupils will
solder a dual electronic dice kit which incorporates two fully
independent dice. It has an easy to read LED display and an
auto shut off after 30 seconds. The dice will be packaged in a
pine box with a clear acrylic front. The cost of the day, inclusive
of materials, is £35. Tickets for these days always sell out, so
early booking is advised.
Mr N Senior
Head of Technology

Success in Engineering Education
Scheme
Two Westcliff Lower Sixth teams were entered into the
Engineering Education Scheme competition this year. Darius
Horban, Jonathan Leong and Daniel Schormans designed and
built a portable launcher with the capability of propelling a
capsule into the air. The capsule contained a camera on a
parachute. When the capsule reached the desired position, a
radio signal from the operator released the camera and
opened the parachute, allowing the camera to stream real time
information about the terrain back to a laptop as it floated to the
ground. For use in a military situation, the product allows
troops to survey a suspect area before they move into it. The
team won first prize in the Best Engineering Solution category

Sarah Elliott, Taimur Abdaal (not pictured) and Alex
Hall: Runners Up Software and Control

Arkwright Scholarships
When Mr Senior introduced us to the Arkwright Scholarship in
November 2011, we both knew that this was something we
wanted to apply for, as engineering is a career path we both
want to follow. Once we had learnt how to get involved we set
about writing our applications, which consisted of an in-depth
look at the coursework we were currently undertaking and
what engineering-based activities we do outside of school.
Applications were submitted in January in advance of the test,
which was taken in February. The test lasted for one and a half
hours and consisted of two questions, both designed to test
our design skills and problem solving ability in real world
situations. Timings on the test were very tight as the level of
detail required was substantial.
After the test it was a tense wait until early March, when we
were to receive a letter telling us whether we had passed.
Fortunately, we had both passed and we now awaited
interviews which would take place at the end of the month at
Imperial College London. The day consisted of three
components. We began with a tour around the university,

Darius Horban, Jonathan Leong and Daniel Schormans:
1st Place Best Engineering Solution
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STEM ACTIVITIES
followed by lunch. After lunch, we were taken to one of the
presentation theatres, where engineering-based team building
activities took place. Although this was not part of the interview
process, it was designed to test team-working ability and
helped to take our minds off of the interview. The interviews
lasted fifteen minutes per interviewee and were designed to
test knowledge of our fields of engineering. Then came the
long wait until mid July when we were to receive another
letter, telling us whether or not we were successful.
Much to our delight, we were both accepted into the Arkwright
Scholarship scheme, and were presented with our
scholarships on 26 October 2012 at the Institute of
Engineering and Technology in London. The ceremony
consisted of an initial meeting with our sponsors followed by
the presentation. Before the scholarships were presented, we
were fortunate enough to have highly motivating and
interesting talks from successful engineers, such as John
Armit, chairman of the Olympic delivery committee which was
responsible for designing and building the Olympic park. The
day finished with the presentation of the scholarships,
followed by photographs with the sponsors.

William Coe

We both feel that we have gained, and will continue to gain, a
lot from the scholarship. We have gained invaluable interview
experience and the scholarship also gives us a monetary
reward of £300 per annum during our A levels, engineering
enrichment opportunities, contacts in industry and the
possibility of work experience. The scholarship is also highly
regarded by universities. All in all, it was a great experience
and we would both strongly recommend applying if
engineering is a career you want to follow.
William Coe

Andrew Cooper

Senior Mathematical Challenge
The Senior Mathematical Challenge is aimed at all 16-19 year olds studying mathematics in the U.K. The Challenge
involves answering 25 multiple choice questions in 90 minutes and is taken in School under normal examination conditions.
The top 40% of students nationally (and in British International Schools abroad) receive gold, silver or bronze certificates
in the ratio 1:2:3 and each institution receives a Best in School certificate.
This year’s Challenge took place on Tuesday 6 November. Of those entered, seventeen students achieved gold certificates
and eleven of those progressed to the Senior Kangaroo round (see photo below). Thomas Simmonett (Year 12), Daniel
Jovic and Aaron Lee (both in Year 13) jointly achieved the highest in the School. In addition twenty-six achieved silver
certificates and twenty-nine were awarded bronze certificates.
Mr C Brown, Mathematics Department

Ten of the eleven high achievers: (from left to right) Robert Young, Kyle Slater, Head Boy Manu Shrivastava, Daniel
Jovic, Aaron Lee, Thomas Simmonett, Taimur Abdaal, Daniel Webster, Alex Hall and Anthony Osmaston.
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Drama, Theatre
Visits & Poetry
Year 7 Trip to War Horse at
the New London Theatre
The English Department has organised a theatre trip for Year 7 pupils to see a
performance of War Horse on Wednesday 17 April. Michael Morpurgo’s novel
has been transformed into a critically acclaimed play that has become a global
phenomenon. The production is particularly notable for the Handspring Puppet
Company’s life-size horses. The play deals with the experience of the Front
Line in the First World War and one boy’s dangerous adventure to find his
family’s old horse. A great spectacle awaits all those who join this trip to London’s West End.
This visit takes place at the beginning of the Summer Term.
Mr P Berry, Head of English
There is also a good deal of black comedy and the whole play
boils over with vibrant dramatic energy. Praise has been
lavished on Philip Glenister, star of the television series Life on
Mars, who is described as ‘a truculent old bruiser of a Whip’.
A live band plays songs from David Bowie and the whole set
recreates the moodiness and murkiness of Westminster
politics in action.

Franz Kafka’s
The Metamorphosis
at the Lyric Theatre
Hammersmith
(Wednesday 23
January 2013)
Anyone who has read the
intense, powerful novels of the
Czech writer, Franz Kafka, will
relish this rare opportunity to
see a stage adaptation of one of
his most famous works.
In The Metamorphosis, a man
who has been treated like an
insect all of his life by society
suddenly transforms into one
a n d t h e novella explores
the consequences of this
extraordinary change for him and his family in this great work
of ‘existentialist’ literature. Kafka was one of the most influential
figures of twentieth century literature and a fascinating evening
is in prospect for students in Years 9 to 13, all of whom are
encouraged to attend. The cost of a ticket is £27.60 inclusive
of coach travel.
Mr P Berry, Head of English

Politics and English Literature students in the Sixth Form
should not miss this great theatrical opportunity. Year 11
students are also very welcome.
Mr J Allan-Smith

Year 13 Theatre Trip – Birdsong at
the Palace Theatre

Visit to the National Theatre:
This House

Currently studying ‘The Effect of
War upon the Individual’ in their
creative writing unit, Year 13
Language and Literature students
are offered the rare opportunity of
seeing the critically acclaimed West
End stage adaptation of their core
text, Sebastian Faulks’ Birdsong,
when it comes to our local theatre
on Tuesday 12 March.

On the 8 March, forty nine students and staff will be visiting the
National Theatre to see James Graham’s This House,
currently a strong contender for best new play of 2012. The
play is set at the time of Edward Heath’s government - the
Tories are on their way out and Labour on their way in but
without a majority. It exposes the lives and limitations of our
democratically-elected representatives in Parliament with all
their crusty old traditions and shifting dogmas. It challenges
the notion that the Tories were ‘the cream of Britain, rich, thick
and full of clots’ and presents the Labour Whips as corpulent
ranters reeking of coal dust and claptrap.

In 1912 the young, directionless
Stephen Wraysford arrives in
8

A whole range of artistic,
musical and poetic talent will be
drawn from the student body to
create from scratch an exciting
spectacle of sound and light
effects to accompany poems
read and poems sung to
saxophones,guitars, drums,
flutes and, amazingly, a
Tyrolean zither. Martial arts,
marches
and
innovative
modern dance will provide
interludes between each poetry
recitation with metroscapes,
mindscapes, snowscapes and
various abstract canvases set up around the School Hall for
you to enjoy during the performances. This promises to be a
wonderful evening of fast-paced and memorable
entertainment not to be missed.
Mr J Allan-Smith

Amiens, France, to stay at the home of the prosperous Azaire
and his silent, enigmatic wife. What follows is a passionate
affair which will haunt Stephen throughout the years of World
War One, pitching his personal battle against the
socio-historical landscape of ‘The War to End All Wars’.
With a professional cast and creative script for one of the
best-loved war novels of the modern literary period, this is an
event not to be missed.
Miss G Arnold
English Department

The Wednesday Afternoon Players
present Nevermore! –
25 and 26 April
On September 27 1849, Edgar
Allan Poe boarded a ship in
Baltimore Harbour for an overnight
voyage to New York City. He never
arrived. Five days later, he was
found delirious on a Baltimore
street and, shortly thereafter,
without regaining his senses, he died. What transpired over
those missing five days has remained a mystery - until now…
Nevermore!, by Julian Wiles, is a tale of the events of those
five days as fantastic and thrilling as Poe’s poems and
stories themselves. Poe (Henri de Lausun) boards the ship,
captained by the mysterious Amos Nimrod (Sebastian Argent)
with his friend Jeremiah Reynolds (Richard Wells). From the
point where Poe first hears the screaming of his famous
Raven, his descent into madness begins.
He struggles to maintain his grip on reality as he is transported
between scenes from his own stories: The Tell-tale Heart, The
Masque of the Red Death and The Pit and The Pendulum,
along with glimpses of many more. With some clever effects
and an unexpected twist, this promises to be a night of
fascinating entertainment. Tickets are priced at £6 for adults
and £4 for students, and will include an opportunity for audience members to familiarise themselves with the stories they
are about to encounter, via the Poe exhibition at the entrance
to the auditorium.
Mr S Wilkinson
Director of Sixth Form Studies

Essex Poet of the Year
Competition 2012
Last term brought stunning successes to nine of our budding
poets. Among them was Thomas Butt, whose poignant poem
‘Touching the Void’ received universal praise from four judges
in the 2012 Essex Young Poet of the Year Competition last
October at the Cramphorn Centre in Chelmsford. Such
triumphs are the fruits of years of practice and Mr Allan-Smith,
who sees poetry and the ability to write it as a vital tool in any
student’s emotional and intellectual growth, expressed his
delight at what the boys achieved. Thomas was voted Essex
Poet of the Year, the second consecutive year the accolade
has come to Westcliff after Aniket Bharadwaj’s success in
2011. Other memorable poems were written by Joe Slade,
James Lee and James Snell, who came 1st, 2nd and 3rd
respectively in the Under 16 category, Robert Pereira, who
came 2nd in the Under 14s, with ‘Highly Commended’
awarded to Joel and Zachary Collins and Bradley Dickman in
the Under 16s and James Fraser in the Under 14s. Long may
such inspired creations continue at Westcliff as the
competitions come and go!
Mr J Allan-Smith

Touching the Void
by Thomas Butt

King’s College Greek Play:
Oedipus at Colonus

Everything is cold, white and wet,
The sky is white, nothing to see,
Just a rope connecting you and me,
Snow prints left after every step,
Across the narrow ridge we crept.

On Thursday 14 February we plan to take a party to see
King’s College, London’s annual Greek play, which this
year is Sophocles’ Oedipus at Colonus. We have been to
previous productions and Mr Halsall has taken trips to
Oxford for similar occasions but this remains a rare
opportunity to see a play performed in ancient Greek (with
English subtitles!). The staging will be modern and,
hopefully, it may appeal beyond those studying Classical
Civilisation at GCSE.
Mr R Stevens

Snow crumbles, our grip is weak,
We had barely moved from upon the peak,
Knees are so weak, arms are so heavy,
The pain is completely unforgiving
Frozen tears make my face numb.
The injured feeling,
My enthusiasm waning,
A small mistake caused a great wake,
Your knee was shot,
The pain looked searing.

PIP Club Production: Voyages
and Journeys

To go or not,
To leave him or stop,
The look on his face,
Heavy heart pulled me down.

The PIP (Poetry in Performance) Club launched itself to
popular acclaim last September when large numbers of pupils
from across the school gathered together with Mr Allan-Smith
to start rehearsing for the evening of poetry, art, dance and
drama due to take place on 1 March in the Main Hall. The
Club meets every Thursday in the Humanities Forum to enjoy
the reading and reciting of poems on the theme of Voyages
and Journeys.

The rope of life and death,
Would it be his final breath?
I pulled the knife in my trembling hand,
Severing each and every strand.
Those eyes stuck, left my soul.
9

MR CASS
ON PUPIL
PROGRESS
IN THE
LOWER
SCHOOL
Don’t judge each day by the harvest
you reap, but by the seeds you plant.
Robert Louis Stevenson (1850-1894)
I returned to Westcliff High School for Boys in 2005 and many
things had changed. For example, when I left in 1999 after
completing my Advanced Level examinations, there was no
Westcliff Theatre. There was no Sports Hall, no balcony at the
rear of the Main Hall, no Art Block, no Humanities Forum, no
Mathematics and Music Block, no Sixth Form Study Area … the
list of change and improvement is staggering. However, one
thing still has not changed and will never change: you get out of
Westcliff what you are prepared to put in.
In the Lower School there are four areas which are vital to
progress and participation and each one directly affects what a
pupil is ultimately able to garner from their own unique Westcliff
experience. These areas are attendance, personal organization,
effort and conduct. Indeed, the first three years at Westcliff
represent a vital foundation for any future success and a pupil
must quickly develop good habits if they are to emerge at the
end of seven years with pride, satisfaction and optimism.

to Year 7 pupils have related to poor personal organization. More
widely, 39.7% of all School Detentions issued in the academic
year 2011/12 were for complete Conduct Cards. Put simply, too
many pupils forgot too many things. However, the problem is
not confined to Year 7. Some pupils across the Lower School
are forgetting exercise books, textbooks, vocabulary books,
homework, ties, laboratory and/or workshop overcoats, clothing
for Physical Education lessons and many other items far too
regularly. At Westcliff, Form Tutors, Form Captains, subject
teachers, subject mentors and Pastoral Staff are all available to
support pupils and all will be able to suggest different strategies
and tactics such that needless detentions and sanctions can be
avoided. One such strategy involves having a daily routine; for
example, your son packing his School bag the night before and
checking his timetable as he packs. Effective personal
organization is a skill that will benefit a pupil for life and this must
be developed if he is to realize his potential.

3. Effort
It is not unusual for many pupils in the Lower School to lack a
clear and definite vision of what it is they want to do for a career
when they leave School. Nevertheless, those pupils (and there
are many at Westcliff) able to appreciate the value of the longterm gain over the short-term pleasure are handsomely
rewarded. Winston Churchill famously remarked that “…
continuous effort is the key to unlocking our potential” and his
words resonate today. Whilst it is impossible for every pupil in the
Lower School to be top of the class, it is possible for every pupil
in the Lower School to give of his best and to apply himself fully
during the School day. What is the alternative? To attend
Westcliff High School for Boys is a hard-won privilege and an
opportunity. To waste that opportunity through indolence would
be a terrible shame.

4. Conduct and Participation

1. Attendance
If a pupil is not in School then that pupil will struggle to make
meaningful progress. Over the last twenty years much has been
made of the School’s well-documented position on snow and
our refusal to close our doors on cold and wintery mornings. Not
so long ago this stance would have caused bafflement but now
it is a badge of honour, worn proudly by many in our community.
At Westcliff, we keep calm and carry on. Indeed, the ambitious
Westcliff pupil of today understands that giving up at the first
sign of a snowflake is simply not an option; that nothing
worthwhile comes easily. However, temptations abound.
Holidays during term time and unnecessary requests for both
authorized absence and sickness all take their toll on pupil
progress. The School's interest lies in the personal
development of young people and it would be a poor lesson
indeed were we to teach pupils to quit when faced with
adversity or that it is acceptable to miss a week of secondary
education in order to enjoy a half-price holiday. A good record of
attendance matters and will facilitate progress, achievement and
enjoyment.

2. Personal Organization
Over the last two academic years, approximately 49% of all
after-school detentions and 67% of all School Detentions issued
10

At Westcliff, upstanding and honourable conduct is quite as
important as examination outcomes and the vast majority of
pupils approach each other and staff with respect, decency and
good humour on a daily basis. Many pupils involve themselves
fully in the corporate life of the School and make a positive
contribution to its values, ethos and traditions.
Indeed, cases of serious indiscipline are rare and for the most
part our School community functions extremely productively and
healthily. However, bickering, teasing and bantering have
caused difficulties on occasion, as has texting and messaging
via other electronic means. Such pupils must understand that
the time they spend engaging in such pursuits is time that could
be more productively directed towards strengthening and empowering our community. A Westcliff pupil is an ambitious,
resourceful, determined and intelligent member of society. Poor
conduct and an unimpressive record of participation make
excellent bedfellows and both endanger progress, achievement
and enjoyment.
I believe the vast majority of the pupils we help to develop are a
credit to our School. Westcliff pupils are unique and every one
must strive every day to ensure that the School’s motto Fide et
Fortitudine is a living and breathing mantra and not an archaic
axiom.

MUSIC
Chamber Recital (Friday 1 February)
The School’s Chamber Recital evenings are designed to
show both the musicality and promise of our younger
musicians and the technical accomplishment and expressive
ability of our older performers. February’s recital will be no
exception. A special feature of this term’s concert will be
performances of chamber music composed by our own Year
11 pupils. These challenging pieces are in the serialist style,
short but full of interest. Amongst our younger soloists will be
two boys from Year 7. Alexander Monk will play a Scott Joplin
ragtime piece on the recorder and Anthony Haiser will play

Charles Dancla’s Petit Air Varié on the violin. Alex Wood, Year
9, has already performed in Chamber Concerts as a singer
and piano accompanist. In this concert he will entertain us
with a xylophone solo by Ian Wright. Also from Year 9, Miles
Graham, cello, will play Saint Saens’ The Swan and Oliver
Croysdill, piano, will play Bach’s 2-Part Invention in C. We
can, of course, be assured once more of some marvellous
performances by our older contributors. Do join us for this
enjoyable evening of music making. Tickets are priced at
£4.00 for adults with no charge for pupils.

Beethoven’s
Pastoral Symphony
at the Royal Festival
Hall

at 3.00pm. Pupils and their families may travel with us from
the School by coach or meet us at the Festival Hall. The
coach will leave school at 12.30 pm, leaving time for a stroll
by the River
Thames before
the concert.
Tickets inclusive
of travel are
£18.00 whilst
concert only
tickets
are
available for
£6.00.

On Sunday 3 March we will visit London’s Royal Festival Hall
to hear three musical masterpieces played by one of the
world’s finest orchestras, the Philharmonia. This concert will
appeal to audiences of all ages. Beethoven’s Pastoral
Symphony, with its beautiful melodies and vivid depiction of
nature, is familiar to us all from the film Fantasia. Richard
Strauss’ Till Eulenspiegel tells the story of a prankster who
gets his comeuppance. The piece is full of wit and orchestral
colour. In between these works Arabella Steinbacher will be
the soloist in Alban Berg’s Violin Concerto. Written in 1935 it
is a heart-breaking lament for Manon, the daughter of the
architect Walter Gropius and his wife Alma, the widow of
Gustav Mahler. This will be an afternoon concert, beginning

Mr A Nichol
Director of Music
Westcliff is the only school in the Borough to perform a full orchestral concert each term yet this opportunity to hear music of
quality played on our doorstep could still be more widely appreciated. The members of the audience are usually parents and
family members of the musicians or else they belong to a growing band of those who have come to realise how enjoyable
these concerts can be. If you have not been to a Sinfonia Concert before you will find this term’s programme very
accessible. The orchestra will play two popular suites of music composed in the same year, 1875. Grieg’s Peer Gynt and
Bizet’s Carmen have some of the most memorable melodies of the Romantic period. The concert will begin with Academic
Festival Overture by Brahms and Rachel Gain, from WHSG, will be the soloist in Chaminade’s exuberant Concertino for Flute
and Orchestra. We look forward to seeing you there. Tickets are £4.00 for adults and without charge for pupils.

Westcliff Sinfonia Spring Concert (Wednesday 13 March)
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TRIPS & VISITS

Visit to Barcelona

Visit to Normandy and
the D Day beaches
5-9 April 2013

Between 26 February and 2 March 2013, the Year 13
Geography students will visit Catalonia in Spain for their
annual field visit. This is an A2 examination pre-requisite as
fieldwork skills are examined in the Summer. Based in the
nearby seaside resort of Sitges, we will undertake a day’s
urban work in Barcelona itself, a source-to-mouth river
study and dune surveys on the Llobregat Delta.

During the Easter holiday the History Department will be
leading the latest of its visits to Normandy and the D Day
beaches for students in Years 10 and 11.

It has always proved a most rewarding experience for all
concerned and helped the students achieve well in the
second examination paper, practising as they do a range
of fieldwork techniques and gathering data for analysis and
evaluation.
We hope for our customary good weather and look forward
to a splendid trip.
Mr N Gordon
Head of Geography

The first two full days will be spent studying the events
which occurred during 6 June 1944 on the three British and
Canadian beaches of Sword, Gold and Juno. Highlights
here are likely to include our visits to the Pegasus Bridge
Museum at Benouville and the Musée de Debarquement
at Arromanches. The first recounts the incredible story of
how the first successful British airborne landings were
made early on the morning of 6 June, whilst the second
documents the construction of the ingenious Mulberry
harbour, the remains of which are still visible. We shall then
move on to consider the American landings at Omaha and
Utah beaches. Those at Omaha were perilous in the
extreme, American losses were heavy, and consideration
was given to cancelling the operation in that sector. Further
west and behind Utah Beach, many thousands of troops
from the American 82nd and 101st Airborne Regiments
were famously landed in order to secure that sector. The
main visits here will be to St. Mére Eglise, Point du Hoc,
and the vast American cemetery at Colleville sur Mer.
We have put together a very full programme for our time in
Normandy, and the visit is eagerly anticipated.

Visit to Barcelona: On the River Tordera

Mr D Maughan, History Department
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TRIPS & VISITS

Geology Visit to Iceland

Year 12 Geography
Fieldwork Visit

Between Sunday 7 April and Friday 12 April 2013, a group
of thirty-one geologists and geographers will visit Iceland.
Iceland, the so-called land of fire and ice, gives students of
the Earth Sciences an unparalleled opportunity to study
such subjects as glaciation, periglaciation, rivers and
waterfalls, tundra environments as well as igneous geology
(including volcanoes), plate tectonics, earthquakes and
much more besides. It is a truly spectacular landscape.
Students will stay in Reyjkjarik during part of the week, and
will be able to visit the Blue Lagoon and undertake the
Golden Circle tour. Visits are also planned to
Vestmannaeyja Island, Skaftafell National Park, Vik and
Reykjanes pensinsula. Students will also be able to visit
the new visitors centre to see the effects of the
Eyjafjallajökull volcanic eruption of 2010. Much depends
on the unpredictable Icelandic weather, but it promises to
be a most interesting and valuable experience.

Returning for a second year the AS Geography Fieldtrip
will be visiting London and Brentwood on Saturday 9
February to carry out data collection in inner city and
suburban sites along a transect. We will be using Leyton,
an area of East London which borders the 2012 Olympics
site, and Brentwood as our fieldwork sites. Once back in
School the empirical data will be used to prepare for the
fieldwork unit of the AS examination. Students will spend
the day studying demographic and environmental
conditions in contrasting areas, focusing on how the
structure of the population affects service provision.
Miss S Sparks
Geography Department

Sixth Form History
Trip to Berlin
Between 20 and 24 February a group of Sixth Form
students will be visiting Berlin. Our AS Level course
features German history prominently and our tour is
designed to allow students an opportunity to visit a number
of sites central to Germany’s history. In addition, Berlin
played a key part in the story of the Cold War, which we
study for GCSE. The history of Berlin is rich and the
cultural attractions of the city are extensive. We will be
visiting the following sites of interest: the German
Historical Museum and the world-renowned Pergamon
Museum; the architecturally acclaimed Jewish Museum
and Reichstag; the historic Brandenburg Gate, Checkpoint
Charlie and its Museum; the iconic boulevards of the
Kurfürstendam and Unter den Linden; the Wansee
Conference Villa where the Final Solution was planned,
and Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp.

Geology Visit to
Swanage, Dorset
Geological field investigations are a compulsory
requirement of the GCSE Geology course. Between
Saturday 2 March and Friday 8 March 2013, forty-seven
Year 10 pupils will be undertaking field studies from a base
in Swanage, Dorset.
The Dorset coastline has World Heritage Coastline status
because of its geological interest, especially dinosaur
fossils, and is the most visited geological area in the British
Isles. Pupils from Westcliff will visit the iconic Lulworth
Cove, Kimmeridge Bay and the Isle of Portland. In such
locations and others, our geologists will be able to develop
a knowledge and understanding of field geology as well as
gaining an interest in, and appreciation of, of the outdoor
environment.
Mr N Cooper
Head of Geology
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SCHOOL SPORT

XI is also making excellent progress in their Essex
League having only lost once so far this season. Lower
down the School, the Year 8 team has progressed into
the last sixteen of the Essex Cup. All years have local
cup competition to look forward to in the Spring Term.

Sixth Form Girls’ Netball
Arrives at Westcliff
As an ever increasing number of girls join WHSB there
are changes afoot. The School has a long and
impressive record of sporting success and now our girls
are hoping to follow that tradition. A team of
tenacious and competitive girls has formed a Netball
squad with regular practices held on Tuesday evenings
and with scope for involvement in regular Wednesday
Afternoon Activities in the future. Having already
competed in the East Essex Netball Under 19 County
Schools Tournament there are plans underway for many
more matches in the future. The new development to the
East of the School will also feature a netball court. Any
girls interested in participating should speak to either
Miss Braiden or Miss Dolan.

Year
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3

1

1
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2

0

6
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2

-2

7

5

1

1

+14

3

+16

7

4

1

2

+6

2

+43
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0

0

6
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1

-24

7

2

1

4

-5

2

-30

13 11 1

1

+58

9

2

+7

2nd
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Success in Rugby
and Football

Total

In Football, the First XI has enjoyed an excellent run in
the National Cup reaching the last sixty - four in the
country whilst simultaneously starting their Essex Sixth
Form League campaign in an impressive fashion. Jack
Clark deserves particular mention with twenty-seven
goals in the twelve games he has played. The Second

27 15 1 11 +106

4

3

56 27 7

22 +59

In Rugby, members of the Year 7 squad have begun
their Westcliff rugby careers in an excellent manner
showing much potential in their opening six fixtures. The
Year 11 team is eagerly anticipating the start of the
Essex Cup campaign whilst the Year 8 team was
14

& HOUSE SYSTEM
unfortunate not to progress from the Essex Cup group
after a narrow defeat in the final group match. The Year
9 team is in a strong position to progress from their
Essex Cup group. The Year 10 team has recently
enjoyed a successful tour to Bath where they beat strong
opposition and the School anticipates a good run in the
Essex Cup in the latter part of the season
Mr D Phillips, Head of Physical Education

The House System:
An Update
People talk about great rivalries and local derbies with
great anticipation. At Westcliff High School for Boys the
quest for the Phoenix Cup is contested as ferociously
and competitively as any local derby. This year began
with House Football in the first half term. The addition of
the Sixth Form to this contest resulted in considerable
extra excitement. Merlin House, under the stewardship
of Mr Cerny, triumphed overall.
At the time of writing, we are part way through three
House competitions, namely Rugby, Indoor Rowing and
a new competition for Key Stage 3, a Spelling Bee. The
brain child of Miss Arnold, Osprey’s Head of House, the
Spelling Bee has seen participation of over fifty students
across three year groups. Rugby has been affected by
adverse weather and results will follow in due course.
Rowing has been keenly contested and will culminate in
the Elite Challenge where Heads of House and their
Sixth Form captains and vice captains unite to compete
against each other, usually to the amusement of all
those watching.

It is with great pride that we must compliment our House
captains who not only help organise all teams but also
bring forward new ideas for competitions. It is with this
in mind that we announce two new competitions for next
term: House Golf, led by Mr. Shoesmith, and House
Debating, which is being organised by the Debating
club, in addition to the established programme.
Mr A Barnett, Head of Kestrel
House and Coordinator of House System

House Business
Challenge 2013 Taking the Initiative
Following the success of last year’s competition in which
Merlin were the overall winners, we shall once again be
inviting teams from Years 9 and 10 to represent their
respective Houses in the annual House Business
Challenge Taking the Initiative.
Over a period of eight weeks each team will run their
own business in a particular market sector with the
objective to outperform the teams from the other
Houses. Each week pupils will be required to make
decisions about their business and the results will be fed
back in the form of a trading statement. The competition
will require the pupils to use their collective enterprise
and creative talents to influence sales and profitability
whilst responding to business crises and opportunities.

1st XI Football Squad
15

Mrs D Harris
Work-Related Learning Coordinator

SPRING TERM 2013
Mon 7 Jan
8-18 Jan inc
Thurs 10 Jan
Mon 14 Jan
Thurs 17 Jan
Fri 18 Jan
Mon 21 Jan
Tue 22 Jan
Wed 23 Jan
Thurs 24 Jan
Mon 28 Jan
Fri 1 Feb
Sat 2 Feb
Mon 4 Feb
Thurs 7 Feb
Fri 8 Feb
Sat 9 Feb

Thurs 14 Feb

Fri 15 Feb

18-22 Feb inc
Mon 25 Feb
Tue 26 Feb

SPRING TERM BEGINS 8.45am
Visit of German Sixth Formers from
Münster on Work Experience
Dr C Taylorson - Education Evening
for Year 11, 7.00pm
Year 7 Parents' Evening, 4.00pm-6.00pm
Andrew Robertshaw: The Man with a
Trench at the Bottom of His Garden, 7.00pm
Issue of Reports for Year 11
Year 11 Parents' Evening, 4.00pm-6.00pm
Year 11 Entry to Sixth Form, 7.30pm
Theatre visit to Lyric Theatre to see
Kafkaʼs Metamorphosis. Depart 5.00pm
Holocaust Remembrance Service
Years 12/13 Trial Examinations
(28 January- 1 February)
Chamber Recital, 7.30pm
Westcliff Centre for Gifted Children,
9.00am-1.00pm
Year 8 Parents' Evening, 4.00pm-6.00pm
OWA Meeting, 7.00pm
Westcliff Centre for Gifted Children,
4.15pm-5.15pm
Year 13 RE students: Sixth Form
Philosophy & Ethics Conference, London
WCGC Science Day, 9.00am-1.00pm
Year 12 Geography Fieldwork Visit to
Brentwood and Leyton
Duke of Edinburgh Expedition Weekend
Visit to the Greenwood Theatre, London:
Oedipus at Colonus.
Westcliff Centre for Gifted Children,
Issue of Reports for Years 7-10
Year 12 History Lecture, The Dualists:
Heath versus Wilson, Mr A Baker
Ski Trip to La Plagne (15-23 February)
HALF TERM
Year 12 Berlin Study Visit (20-24 February)
STAFF DEVELOPMENT DAY
Year 13 Geography visit to Barcelona
(26 February-2 March)
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WHSB PARENTS' ASSOCIATION WINTER BALL 2012
On Saturday 1 December the WHSB Parents’ Association hosted our Annual Winter Ball. Following a sparkling reception, a four
course dinner was followed by the opportunity to dance the night away to live music. This glamorous occasion was made
possible, as always, by the sterling efforts of the members of the Parents’ Association. We were delighted that so many parents
and friends were able to gather and enjoy a wonderful evening together, in support of the School. We are very grateful to all those
who attended and look forward to seeing you again next year.

WHSB PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION ANNUAL RACE NIGHT 2013
On Saturday 2 March, the WHSB Parents’ Association will host our fourth ‘Race Night’.
Last year’s event not only proved to be a great family night out, but also raised £1,250 for
the School. The Race Night is being held in the School Canteen; doors open at 6pm, for
a 6.30pm start, and for an extra £3 per ticket, you can also enjoy a fish and chip supper.
Tickets can be purchased in the usual manner via the Finance Office.
We welcome new members, so please do get in touch via email pa@whsb.essex.sch.uk
or via the School Office. You can also find out more about the Parents’ Association and
the Parents’ Association 100 Club on the School Website, under the Pupils and Parents tab.
Jemima Clarke, Chairman of PA
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